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Abstract  
Special core analysis (SCAL) is the current standard method for estimating relative permeability.  A well test is proposed and a 
method presented to calibrate relative permeability for reservoir simulation.  Sensitivity of both water breakthrough and oil 
production to relative permeability is demonstrated through reservoir simulation highlighting considerable value in calibrating 
relative permeability upscaled from SCAL to reduce uncertainty in the forecasting of field performance.   
An oil-water system above bubble point for a newly drilled well in a homogeneous reservoir is considered.  The proposed 
well test has six stages: single phase oil production, buildup, single phase water injection, falloff, two-phase oil and water 
production, and a further buildup.  Reservoir characterisation data have been used together with a simple radial grid reservoir 
simulation model to generate synthetic data for analysis.  Upon implementation, data from the well test would be used in place 
of synthetic data.   
The proposed well test reduces uncertainty in relative permeability endpoints and curvature.  Single phase mobility 
estimation for each fluid at respective saturation endpoints is estimated through analysing pressure transient behaviour of the 
Bourdet pressure derivative (Bourdet et al., 1983) during first buildup and falloff.  This provides an estimate for endpoint 
water relative permeability assuming Corey type relative permeability characterisation.  Minimum mobility is estimated from 
pressure transient analysis of the second buildup, which is optimised through shut-in of prior production at minimum well 
productivity.  Uncertainty in oil and water relative permeability curvature, characterised by Corey exponents, is reduced using 
all three mobility estimates.  It is proposed that uncertainty in endpoint saturations be reduced using wireline logs, to be run at 
the onset of the test and following injection.  Sensitivity to reservoir heterogeneity, watercut during the flow back period, 
numerical dispersion, and capillary pressure has also been explored.   
Sensitivity of water breakthrough and oil production to relative permeability was shown to be material for an oil field 
developed by water flood.  Information provided by the proposed test allows improved field development decisions early in 
field life.  
 
Introduction  
Relative permeability is a key uncertainty during reservoir appraisal.  Special core analysis (SCAL) is currently the 
standard method for estimating relative permeability, using a method based on displacement experiments (Johnson, Bossler 
and Naumann, 1959), which is then upscaled for reservoir simulation.  The aim of this study is to investigate a proposed well 
test to reduce uncertainty and calibrate relative permeability measurements from SCAL which is an area of research not yet 
fully explored.  Reservoir conditions do not need to be recreated for in-situ permeability measurements, eliminating one source 
of error inherent in SCAL.  Length scales are greater and flow rates closer to the true scale of production.  Having poor vertical 
resolution, pressure transient analysis provides a measure of averaged reservoir properties at a scale which is more 
representative of that used for reservoir simulation.  This allows for calibration of upscaled SCAL measurements from core to 
grid scale, and is particularly beneficial for application to heterogeneous reservoirs. 
Early investigation into history matching of relative permeability applied a trial and error approach using reservoir 
simulation to match to laboratory tests (Archer and Wong, 1973).  History matching using least squares regression has been 
considered assuming two parameter relative permeability curves (Sigmund and McCaffery, 1979), and subsequently cubic 
splines (Kerig and Watson, 1986).   
Compared to conventional buildup analysis, reservoir parameter determination through analysing pressure falloff in water 
injection wells (Hazebroek, Rainbow and Matthews, 1958) additionally considers two-phase flow.  Application of injectivity 
testing was recently shown to be an effective alternative to identify permeability-thickness product and total skin (Beretta et 
al., 2007).  In-place determination of reservoir relative permeability using well test analysis has progressed from using multi-
rate drawdown (Al-Khalifah, Horne and Aziz, 1987), to analysis of the pressure falloff following injection.  Investigations 
have developed from a two zone oil and water radial flow model (Woodward and Thambynayagam, 1983), through using a 
multibank model assuming zones of fixed water saturation in the transition zone (Abbaszadeh and Kamal, 1989), to variable 
Imperial College 
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saturation modelling (Bratvold and Horne, 1990).  Multiple injection and falloff periods have recently been considered 
(Levitan, 2003). 
A three stage well test, with water injection, falloff, and production, was proposed by Chen et al. (2008) together with a 
history matching methodology for relative permeability.  This study uses a similar but extended test design to Chen et al.; 
however the approach to analysis is different.  Investigation of the proposed test involved construction of a single well, radial 
grid, homogeneous, two-phase oil-water simulation model.  Reservoir characterisation data from a specific carbonate field 
were used, and variants of the proposed test were simulated to produce synthetic data.  Sensitivity to reservoir and fluid 
properties and flow durations have been explored through a range of simulated test sequences.  The aim is to understand 
sensitivity of the test response to input relative permeability curves, and investigate optimum test programmes to reduce 
uncertainty in relative permeability. Corey characterisation of relative permeability is assumed throughout this study.   
Pressure transient analysis has been used to analyse synthetic data for the shut-in periods and is the primary focus of this 
study.  Analysis of the Bourdet derivative for infinite acting radial flow provides insight into fluid mobility.  Based on results 
using simulated test data, a method is proposed which uses pressure transient analysis to reduce uncertainty in relative 
permeability curves.  
Pressure transient analysis has a large radius of investigation, but poor vertical resolution.  It is effective in characterising 
radial heterogeneity (Thompson and Reynolds, 1997) and its impact on water flood design (Banerjee et al., 1997), but 
resolution of vertical heterogeneity is commonly determined using cores and logs.  A recent method characterises vertical 
heterogeneity using downhole electromagnetic measurement and is calibrated using the permeability-thickness product derived 
from pressure transient analysis (Zhan et al., 2010; Kuchuk et al., 2010).  This study investigates a vertically heterogeneous 
reservoir case with different absolute and relative permeabilities. The pressure transients have been compared against an 
equivalent homogeneous case with averaged relative permeability inputs.   
Known relative permeability model inputs were compared against estimates derived from synthetically generated data 
using the proposed method to validate the test design.  As yet, the proposed well test has not been put into practice and, until it 
has, the actual quality of real data rather than synthetic data cannot be assessed.  
A method to reduce uncertainty in residual oil saturation through the use of wireline logs at various stages of the test is 
discussed.  Sensitivity to watercut during the flow back period and sensitivity to capillary pressure has also been considered.  
Numerical dispersion which is present in generating synthetic data, but not well test data, is also investigated.  
Finally, a value case for the modified test design is presented which demonstrates a material impact of relative permeability 
on time to water breakthrough, production profile, and ultimate recovery.  Significant uncertainty still exists in relative 
permeability measurements from SCAL.  The proposed test provides an additional dataset to reduce uncertainty early in field 
development when the value of information is highest.  Reduction in relative permeability uncertainty improves information 
on which development strategies such as water flood design are based.   
 
Methodology, Analysis, and Discussion 
 
Reservoir Characterisation and Test Design  
Uncertainty ranges for a specific carbonate field were used for this study (Table 1).  The reservoir is a two-phase oil and water 
system operating above bubble point at a prescribed temperature and pressure.  Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed six stage well 
test: (i) single phase oil production; (ii) buildup; (iii) single phase water injection; (iv) falloff; (v) two-phase oil and water 
production; (vi) second buildup.  The base simulation case assumes all base values (Table 1).   
Table 1: Reservoir and Fluid Properties 
 Low Base High 
kh  (mD.ft) 10 100 1000 
h    (ft) - 328 - 
Ф 0.08 0.1 0.14 
Swi  0.15 0.25 0.30 
Sor  0.20 0.25 0.40 
No 1.5 2.6 4.0 
Nw  1.0 1.2 1.4 
Krw
o
  0.35 0.40 0.45 
Ct  (psi
-1
) 1.0×10
-5
 1.3×10
-5
 1.6×10
-5
 
Bo 1.2 1.5 2.5 
rw   (ft) - 0.401 - 
µo (cp) 0.4 1.2 2.0 
µw (cp)  0.52  
pi   (psi)  - 8000 - 
T  (°F)  - 140 - 
 
 
Fig. 1: Well Test Design Schematic 
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Fig. 2 illustrates the single well radial grid simulation model. The grid on the right hand side of Fig. 2 has been used to 
generate synthetic data in this study.  Numerical dispersion is reduced through using a very fine grid around the well.  
 
 
Fig. 2: Schematic of Radial Grid used for Simulation (a) fine grid (b) very fine grid 
Water saturation in the reservoir is assumed to be at irreducible water saturation (Swi) during the production and first 
buildup stages of the proposed test (Fig. 3a).  Water flows from the well into the reservoir during injection (Fig. 3b).  Two-
phase flow from the reservoir into the well occurs during flow back (Fig. 3c).  
 
 
Fig. 3: Schematic of Water Saturation vs. Distance during the Proposed Test (a) Produce Oil (b) Inject Water (c) Flow back 
Relative Permeability and Mobility Characterisation 
Relative permeability curves are based on standard Corey expressions from literature and have been assumed throughout this 
study (Eq. 1, 2 & 3).  Effective relative permeability rather than absolute relative permeability is assumed, with relative 
permeability of oil at irreducible water saturation equal to one. 
    
     .............................................................................................................................................. (1) 
    
     ............................................................................................................................................ (2) 
    
           
      ...................................................................................................... (3) 
  
Mobility is defined for a given water saturation as the mobility of oil plus the mobility of water at that saturation (Eq. 4).  
Mobility relative to oil () is defined as mobility divided by single phase oil mobility at irreducible water saturation (Eq. 
5) and is equal to one at irreducible water saturation (Appendix B).  
       ................................................................................................................................................... (4) 
       ................................................................................................................................................... (5) 
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Pressure Transient Analysis 
The Perrine Method (Perrine, 1956) is used in this study, which considers multiphase flow using a single mixture fluid 
downhole and treats this fluid as a liquid analogue (Houzé et al., 2008).   
Mobility is estimated using the Bourdet derivative for infinite acting radial flow (Eq. 6).  Fluid mobility relative to oil (Eq. 
7) is defined in terms of radial flow stabilisation of the pressure derivative (see Appendix C for mathematical detail).  Water 
mobility relative to oil (Eq. 8) is a specific case.  Oil mobility relative to oil () is equal to one by definition.    
 Δ   . !"#$%   .............................................................................................................................................................. (6) 
    &'(&'(    .......................................................................................................................................................................... (7) 
    &'(&'(   .......................................................................................................................................................................... (8) 
 
Uncertainty Reduction in End Point Water Relative Permeability (Krw
o
) 
A method is proposed to estimate endpoint water relative permeability (
 ) using pressure transient analysis.  Following 
water injection, saturation profile changes with distance from the wellbore.  The reservoir is fully saturated with water near the 
well (except for residual oil); original water saturation remains beyond injection water penetration; and there is a transition in 
water saturation between these zones.   
Radial flow stabilisation of the Bourdet Derivative in the first buildup is estimated from single phase oil mobility at 
irreducible water saturation (Eq. 6).  Two radial flow stabilisations are seen in the falloff derivative if sufficient water is 
injected and the falloff is sufficiently long.  The first stabilisation corresponds to single phase water.  The second stabilisation 
corresponds to single phase oil (this should be the same as for the first buildup, and should be used to validate this estimate).  
Derivative stabilisations are used to calculate mobility of water relative to oil (Eq. 8) and endpoint water relative permeability 
(Eq. 9), assuming that oil and water viscosities are estimated with sufficient confidence from PVT analysis.  Endpoint oil 
relative permeability (
 ) is equal to one by definition.   
 
       ................................................................................................................................................................... (9) 
 
Water mobility signature. An extreme ninety day prior injection case has been considered (Fig. 4) to see the signature of 
water mobility in the falloff.  The mobility of oil and water are similar in the base case (Fig. 4a), so a case with a mobility 
contrast between single phase oil and single phase water flow is considered (Fig. 4b).  Radial flow stabilisations are clearly 
identifiable.   
 
 
Fig. 4: ∆p and ∆p’ (normalised) for first buildup and falloff following ninety day injection (a) base case (b) mobility contrast 
The cost of such a long injection period is unlikely to be justifiable, especially in an offshore environment; however water 
radial flow stabilisation does not occur in the falloff following shorter injection periods.  This is illustrated with a more 
practical two day prior injection period (Fig. 5).  The derivative ‘hump’ corresponding to two phase flow is seen earlier due to 
a lower injection volume.   
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Fig. 5: ∆p and ∆p’ (normalised) for first buildup and falloff following two day injection (a) base case (b) mobility contrast 
Water mobility for a practical case. Following shorter injection periods, water mobility relative to oil is estimated from a 
non-stationary inflection point in either the pressure derivative or mobility plot.  At this point, mobility moves through the 
point at which radial flow stabilisation would have otherwise occurred.   Mobility relative to oil (), together with first and 
second derivatives with respect to log(∆t), are compared for the falloff following ninety and two day prior injection periods 
(Fig. 6).  The mobility relative to oil plot is shown on a linear scale, and is the reciprocal of the Bourdet pressure derivative, 
multiplied by Δ  to normalise such that  = 1 (Eq. 7). 
 
Fig. 6: Falloff sensitivity to prior injection duration (a) Mobility Relative to Oil (b) Mo Derivative (c) Mo Second Derivative 
Radial flow stabilisation occurs when mobility relative to oil is constant, i.e. first derivative of mobility with respect to 
log(∆t) is equal to zero.  This does not occur following two days of injection (Fig. 6b); but mobility of water relative to oil 
( ) is estimated by evaluating relative mobility when its second derivative is equal to zero in the water zone (Fig. 6c).  This 
approach estimates water mobility relative to oil at 0.91, compared to the known value of 0.93 (Appendix D). 
Precise measurement will be required, and differentiation algorithms should be investigated to minimise error in 
differentiating multiple times.  Downhole shut in is recommended as this avoids the estimation of water mobility (seen close to 
the well) being obscured on the pressure transient plot (Appendix E).  Zero wellbore storage and skin has been assumed 
throughout this study.   
 
Uncertainty Reduction in Corey Exponents (No, Nw) 
A method is proposed to reduce uncertainty in relative permeability curvature, defined by Corey exponents No and Nw.  The 
method requires estimation of minimum mobility in the two-phase region ()*+ ) using pressure transient analysis and is used 
together with the estimate derived for water mobility relative to oil.  Minimum mobility relative to oil is defined by Eq. 10. 
    )*+  ,   -.-  0    ............................................................................................................................................... (10) 
 
If radial flow stabilisation were to occur, then minimum mobility relative to oil could be calculated from the maximum of 
the Bourdet pressure derivative (Eq. 11).  However, saturation at which )*+   occurs is transitory and so stabilisation is not 
seen.  Conditions when this equation provides a reasonable estimate have been investigated.        
 )*+   &'(&'012(   .................................................................................................................................................................. (11) 
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Initial estimation of minimum mobility from the falloff.  A derivative ‘hump’ is identifiable in the transition zone where 
mobility of two phase flow is reduced (Fig. 4).  For the base case following two day injection, the local maximum in ∆p’ was 
used to estimate minimum mobility (Eq. 11).  This was estimated at 0.70, compared to the known value of 0.57 (Appendix D). 
 
Improved estimation of minimum mobility from the second buildup.  An improved estimate for )*+  is determined from 
the second buildup.  Up to an optimal point, increasing duration of the prior production improves the estimate of )*+  given 
by the falloff (Fig. 7a), beyond which the estimate deteriorates (Fig. 7b).   
 
 
Fig. 7: Mobility Sensitivity (2nd Buildup) to Prior Production Duration (a) up to optimal estimate (b) beyond optimal estimate 
A corresponding normalised log-log plot illustrates the three shut-in periods (Fig. 8).  The minimum mobility estimate from 
the derivative occurs earlier in the second buildup than the falloff because the water saturation in the near well region has 
reduced to that corresponding to minimum mobility.   
 
 
Fig. 8: Normalised Log-log plot for all shut-in periods 
Determining optimal shut-in from minimum well productivity.  During flow-back, the water saturation profile moves 
towards the well and, for the optimal case, the saturation at which minimum mobility occurs (S45 ) is close to the wellbore. )*+  is more easily identifiable from pressure transient analysis as the reservoir volume over which a given saturation change 
occurs occupies a greater radial distance.  Well productivity declines then increases during flow-back as the near wellbore 
saturation changes. Minimum well productivity occurs when the near well saturation corresponds to minimum mobility. 
Optimal production duration prior to shut-in occurs when well productivity (Eq. 12) is at a minimum (Fig. 9).  In practice 
shut-in will occur after minimum productivity, which is noticeable only after it has started to increase. 
 67   "#'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Fig. 9: Use of Productivity Index to Estimate Optimal Prior Production Duration before Second Buildup 
Estimation of )*+  is much improved using this method. )*+  is estimated as 0.59 using a very fine grid (Fig. 2b) and 
0.57 with a less fine grid (Fig. 2a), compared with a value of 0.57 derived from input relative permeabilities and viscosities 
(Appendix F). The subsequent section on numerical dispersion investigates why the quality of estimation decreases as grid size 
decreases.  Minimum mobility estimation for investigated cases was slightly above the theoretical minimum.  In theory it is 
possible to see mobilities above the minimum but not below it; also shut-in occurs just after minimum well productivity. 
 
Method for uncertainty reduction.  A method is presented to reduce uncertainty in No and Nw using estimates of   and )*+ .  Mathematical detail for this section is presented in Appendix G.  Mobility relative to oil can be expressed as 
(combining Eq. 1,2,5 & 9):  
                    ........................................................................................................... (13) 
 )*+  is independent of Swi and Sor, although the saturation (5 ) and normalised saturation (5) at which )*+  occurs are 
different.  Applying normalised Corey characterisation:  
               1 :    ........................................................................................................................... (14) 
 
Applying the minimum mobility condition (Eq. 10) to the normalised mobility relationship (Eq. 14) gives Eq. 15.  For 
assumed values of No and Nw, 5 is determined using numerical methods.  Substitution into the normalised mobility 
relationship (Eq. 14) gives Eq. 16: 
        ; (5<=>?;(5<=>?    .................................................................................................................................................. (15) 
 )*+    . 5       1 : 5  .............................................................................................................................. (16)  
 
Eq. 15 & 16 can be more usefully expressed with both measured variables ()*+ and  ) as inputs.  Expressions are 
derived with one Corey exponent as an input and the other exponent as an output.  Eq. 17 &18 provide this characterisation 
with No as the dependent parameter; calculation of 5 remains an intermediate step.  An alternative formulation can also be 
derived in to give Nw as the calculated parameter, rather than No. 
 @     ABC .0D . .5(=ABC ; 5(<   ................................................................................................................................................ (17)  
 
     ABC .0D . .(5=ABC ; (5<   ; (5<
EFGH I0D >I .J(5=FGH ;?> J(5<  > ?K
;(5<=>?    ....................................................................................... (18) 
  
Analysis and Results.  )*+ was calculated (Eq. 15 & 16) for values across the [No, Nw] uncertainty space.  Estimates for 
minimum mobility relative to oil from the proposed test  should be compared against this plot.  With no measurement 
uncertainty, the relationship between No and Nw would be a straight line (Fig. 11a).  For a fixed )*+ , if Nw and the associated 
contribution to mobility from water relative permeability increases, then the contribution from oil relative permeability must 
decrease through a reduction in No.  
The assumption of perfect measurement is unrealistic.  Assuming uncertainty ranges provides a more realistic reduction in 
the uncertainty space.  Mobility values derived from the proposed test were assumed to be most likely, with an uncertainty 
range of ±5% defining the 5
th
 and 95
th
 percentiles.  Stabilisation at oil mobility is identifiable in the pressure transient analysis 
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for each shut-in, provided that duration is sufficiently long.  The ±5% uncertainty range is justified given that rate uncertainty 
can be reduced by normalising to the same oil stabilisation for each shut-in.  Uncertainty ranges (Table 1) are taken to define 
minimum, most likely and 95
th
 percentile for Nw (preserving convexity of water relative permeability), and 5
th
 percentile, most 
likely, and 95
th
 percentile for µo (truncated to ensure no negative values).  A PERT distribution is used to characterise 
uncertainty in each case (Fig. 10). No is calculated (Eq. 17 & 18) for each iteration in the Monte Carlo simulation (Fig. 11b).  
 
 
Fig. 10: Assumed Uncertainty Ranges for Monte Carlo Simulation 
 
Fig. 11: Reduction of [No, Nw] Uncertainty Space: (a) Perfect Measurement (b) ±5% Measurement Uncertainty   
Uncertainty ranges are narrowed.  For example, an assumption of No = 4 would imply a value of Nw outside of the 
prescribed uncertainty range, so the No uncertainty range must be revised.  By measuring )*+ and   and applying this 
method (i) the [No, Nw] uncertainty space is reduced and (ii) a correlation between Corey exponents is imposed. 
 
Well test interpretation and model identification process.  One aim of a well test interpretation model identification 
process is to develop a consistent well test interpretation model (Gringarten, 2008), (Appendix H). The proposed method 
reduces uncertainty in relative permeability parameters, which are used as simulator inputs to calculate model behaviour.  The 
interpretation model for the simulated test should be verified against well data.  If calculated model behaviour and well test 
data are not consistent, a history matching exercise should be implemented to modify the model. 
 
Numerical Dispersion 
An equation for mass conservation in a radial system considering the mechanism by which water displaces oil (Eq. 19), and 
water fractional flow ignoring capillary and gravity effects (Eq. 20) is presented (Buckley and Leverett, 1942): 
 -L-   "MN% -O-     .............................................................................................................................................................. (19) 
  P    Q RS SR  .................................................................................................................................................................... (20) 
 
Water fractional flow (Fig. 12b) is calculated from relative permeability assumptions (Fig. 12a). Buckley-Leverett shock 
saturation occurs at the tangent to the water fractional flow curve (Welge, 1952), from which -O- profile against Sw (Fig. 
12c) is determined (Buckley-Leverett, 1942).    
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Fig. 12: (a) Relative Permeability (b) Water Fractional Flow (c) Buckley-Leverett Solution   
Physical dispersion due to gravity, heterogeneity and capillary pressure, occurs in the reservoir and smears the Buckley-
Leverett saturation front.  Numerical dispersion has a similar effect, but is present only in simulated solutions.  Fluid flow in 
porous media is characterised by a diffusion equation (a non-linear partial differential equation).  For reservoir simulation, 
equations are discretised and finite difference methods used to solve the equations (Laprea-Bigott and Morse, 1980).  
Numerical dispersion is evident where the solution to the partial differential equation is not continuous.  For the Buckley-
Leverett model this is at the saturation front, which becomes smeared.  The level of numerical dispersion is dependent on grid 
size.  
Eq. 21 is discretised from Eq. 19.  The left hand side was calculated using simulated saturation profiles from base reservoir 
characterisation (Table 1) following injection for two days.  The Buckley-Leverett solution (Fig. 12c) is compared against 
simulated water saturation profiles for selected grid sizes (Fig. 13).  Further detail is provided in Appendix I.    
 MN%" &
L
&   -O-  ................................................................................................................................................................. (21) 
 
Fig. 13: Simulated saturation sensitivity to grid size compared against Buckley Leverett Solution 
The simulated saturation profile is consistent with the Buckley-Leverett solution except for numerical dispersion effects 
around the saturation front.  This tends towards Buckley-Leverett as grid size reduces.  Error in the simulated pressure is 
introduced beyond a certain grid refinement.  The minimum grid size where this does not occur was used for this study 
(Appendix I).  Methods such as using pseudo functions to control numerical dispersion (Kyte and Berry, 1975) exist, but have 
not been explored further in this paper. 
Sensitivity of )*+  to grid size was also investigated.  Estimation error does not significantly increase when reducing grid 
size to the limiting case (Fig. 2b), but the range of prior flow-back durations for which this is true is reduced.  If grid size could 
be reduced further without introduction of error in pressure, then the saturation profile may converge on the Buckley-Leverett 
solution.  In this case, the mobility at the Buckley-Leverett shock saturation (T%U ) would be the minimum mobility 
identifiable through the well test.  
 
Uncertainty Reduction in No and Nw: Measured Minimum Mobility Corresponding to B-L Shock Saturation Mobility 
An alternate set of equations has been derived assuming that minimum mobility estimated from the proposed well test is 
deemed to better estimate T%U than )*+ .  Mathematical detail for this section is provided in Appendix J.  Normalised 
Buckley-Leverett shock saturation (T) occurs at the tangent to the normalised fractional flow curve (P ) (Fig. 12b).  
Assuming Corey characterisation, normalised saturations and normalised fractional flow, this is given by: 
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V-O(-( W(X    VO(( W(X   ................................................................................................................................................................. (22) 
 
Normalised saturation at which T%U occurs (T) is solved numerically for T, and Eq. 14 is used to evaluate T%U  at    T (Eq. 24). 
  
 ? IEQ ? I  ;?>J(X<=;J(X<=  K
L  .  ;(X<=;(X<=>? Q ;(X<=>?;(X<=       (X=  L     (X   Q ? I  ;?>J(X<=;J(X<=  
      ............................................ (23) 
 T%U     . T        1 : T   ......................................................................................................................... (24)  
 
The uncertain variable No can be expressed in terms of T%U  and Nw (or alternatively Nw in terms of T%U and No) in a 
similar way to Eq. 17 & 18.  This is a more useful formulation for the solutions process. 
 
Comparison between minimum theoretical mobility and Buckley-Leverett shock mobility.  )*+ and T%U  have been 
compared for the uncertain parameters defined in this study.  Fig. 14 illustrates this comparison for base assumptions with  
superimposed on the relative permeability plot (T  calculated from the value of T derived using Eq. 23) 
A Monte Carlo simulation compared expected )*+  and T%U using Krwo, Nw, No, and µo uncertainty ranges (Table 1).  
PERT distributions defined by the 5
th
 percentile, most likely, and 95
th
 percentile were used (except for Nw where the low value 
is a minimum; and µo which is truncated at 0.1cp). 
Calculated )*+  (Eq. 17 & 18) and T%U  (Eq. 23 & 24) values were compared (Fig. 15).  Either method can be applied as 
they result in similar reduced ranges for No and Nw.  This conclusion is not applicable to all reservoirs. 
 
  
Fig. 14: Comparison between minimum and shock 
saturations and corresponding mobilities 
 
Fig. 15: Comparison of minimum theoretical mobility and 
Buckley-Leverett shock mobility for assumed uncertainty range 
Heterogeneity Investigation – High Permeability Streak 
Description.  A three layer heterogeneous reservoir with a high permeability streak was investigated.  A high permeability 
streak with (a) the same relative permeability as other layers, and (b) linear relative permeability, were considered (Table 2).  
Both cases have the same kh over the reservoir thickness and 
  remains unchanged 
 
Table 2: Assumptions for Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Simulation Cases 
 
 
Average relative permeability.  An equivalent homogeneous case has been calculated for case (b).  The kh weighted 
arithmetic average relative permeability at Sw for each layer (j=1, 2, 3) can be expressed assuming Corey characterisation (Eq. 
25 & 26):   
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HETEROGENEOUS 
Layer 1 56 148 8200 
2.6 1.2 
56 148 8200 2.6 1.2 
Layer 2 500 33 16400 500 33 16400 1.0 1.0 
Layer 3 56 148 8200 56 148 8200 2.6 1.2 
Total - 328 32800 - - - 328 32800 - - 
EQUIVALENT 
HOMOGENEOUS 
100 328 32800 2.6 1.2 100 328 32800 1.59 1.10 
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These measures of average relative permeability are for a given saturation, and are applicable for a homogeneous reservoir 
with constant water saturation over the reservoir thickness.  This is not true for a heterogeneous reservoir: the average relative 
permeability based on a range of saturations across the zone is generally not equal to the relative permeability of the average 
saturation.  The method of averaging must therefore be taken to be approximate.  For the proposed test, simulated water 
saturation across the zone does not vary significantly at the time of shut-in (cross-flow and gravity contribute to this difference, 
Appendix K) and the above approximation has been used.   
Corey curves are fit to these average permeabilities using a least squares regression.  The homogeneous equivalent to case 
(b) has Corey exponents No = 1.59 and Nw = 1.10.  The fit of the Corey model to averaged permeabilities is shown (Fig. 16).  It 
is not exact because the Corey model is not linear.  An interesting corollary is that if a Corey model is assumed to be an 
accurate model for core scale relative permeability measurements, then upon upscaling several core samples to reservoir scale, 
a Corey model cannot provide a perfect fit unless the reservoir is homogeneous. 
 
 
Fig. 16: Weight Average Relative Permeability vs. Corey fit 
Analysis and Results.  Pressure transients for each shut-in period are compared for heterogeneous (3-layer) and equivalent 
homogeneous (1-layer) cases for case (a) and case (b) (Fig. 17).  First buildup comparisons are similar, as single phase oil flow 
is not impacted by relative permeability multipliers.  The key difference between 3-layer and equivalent 1-layer case is the 
presence of cross-flow: a dip in the pressure derivative is seen between 0.1 and 1 hour.   
Case (b) has a smaller derivative ‘hump’ in the two-phase region of the falloff, as higher No and Nw in the high permeability 
streak result in higher minimum mobility.  3-layer and 1-layer cases are also similar; the difference in ∆p’ is similar in timing 
and magnitude to the first buildup, so is also attributable to cross-flow.   
The second buildup is consistent in estimations for minimum mobility and oil stabilisation for 3-layer and 1-layer cases; the 
presence of cross-flow is again identifiable.     
 
 
Fig. 17: Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Pressure Transient Comparison 
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Mobility estimates derived from the above charts using methods detailed in this study is shown in Table 3 . 
 
Table 3: Mobility Comparison for Homogeneous and Heterogeneous cases, and theoretical values 
Mobility Relative 
to Oil 
Case (a) Case (b) 
Theory 3-layer 1-layer Theory 3-layer 1-layer 
Water 0.92 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.94 
Minimum 0.57 0.58 0.59 0.76 0.75 0.78 
 
Gravity 
Gravity promotes separation of oil and water in this reservoir (Appendix K).  At higher flow rates involved in this test, gravity 
is assumed to be small relative to frictional forces.  For a water flood with lower rates of displacement between injector and 
producer, gravity would cause a more significant impact on the saturation distribution (Buckley and Leverett, 1942). 
 
Capillary Pressure 
Two phase fluid flow is impacted by capillary pressure.  The pressure response is insensitive to capillary pressures expected for 
this reservoir (Appendix L) provided that the completed zone is sufficiently far above the transition zone.  This result cannot be 
generalised for all reservoirs.  A mobility change is identifiable for higher capillary pressures, identifiable by a change in the 
falloff derivative ‘hump’.  Pressure transients are impacted only where there is two phase flow.  The pressure profile is 
‘stretched’ in distance in the second buildup.  
 
Two phase flow back period 
Sensitivity of watercut in the flow-back period was investigated.  Watercut is initially equal to one as injected water flows 
back, and declines after oil breakthrough.  Sensitivity of simulated watercut to relative permeability and to grid size (numerical 
dispersion) following injection duration of twelve hours was investigated (Fig. 18). 
 
 
Fig. 18: Sensitivity of Watercut to Relative Permeability Parameters and Grid Size 
Watercut is insensitive to Sor, Swi and Kro
w
 for uncertainty ranges investigated.  Changing endpoint saturations transforms 
the relative permeability curves linearly: fluid flow over one mobile saturation range behaves in exactly the same way as over a 
different saturation range, ceteris paribus (fluid flow properties do not change with respect to net volumes which consider 
mobile saturation range, but do change with respect to gross volume).  Kro
w
 , No and Nw impact flow.   Kro
w
 has little impact 
over the narrow range considered, whereas No and Nw has a more noticeable effect on watercut during flow-back.  Time to oil 
breakthrough is insensitive to relative permeability, but the shape of subsequent flow-back curve exhibits some sensitivity.  It 
is the same relative permeabilities and viscosities which govern flow for injection and flow-back, with cancelling effects as 
saturation velocity has moved in opposite directions for each phase (for oil breakthrough, the injected water bank moves away 
from and towards the well at the same speed during injection and flow-back periods respectively). 
Grid size has a far greater impact on simulated flow-back response than any relative permeability parameter.  This is a 
consequence of numerical dispersion (Fig. 13).  History matching exercises are therefore grid size dependent.  Numerical 
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dispersion is not independent of No, Nw, or Kro
w
: different relative permeability curvatures result in different Buckley-Leverett 
shock saturations, around which numerical dispersion occurs.  The direct impact of changing relative permeability cannot be 
isolated from the indirect impact of numerical dispersion through making this change. 
Flowing all the injected water back to clean up the well is recommended following the second buildup.  By conducting an 
additional buildup, skin can be compared against the first buildup to assess any damage caused to the well. 
  
End Point Saturations 
Sensitivities in residual oil saturation (Sor) and irreducible water saturation (Swi) (Table 1) were analysed using pressure 
transient analysis.  The response shows sensitivity to the mobile saturation range ()), but individual contribution of Sor and 
Swi cannot be isolated.  Eq. 27 shows the relative impact of a change in ) on the radius at which a given water saturation is 
observed (see Appendix M for derivation).   
 L?   a0?0L    .................................................................................................................................................................... (27) 
 
Sensitivity to residual oil saturation and irreducible water saturation was shown to be small using pressure transient 
analysis, so a reduction in uncertainty is unlikely (Appendix M).  A method is proposed to estimate residual oil saturation using 
wireline logs.  Calibration of a base is achieved by running open hole logs and cased hole logs immediately after casing, 
consistent with industry practice, with irreducible water saturation estimated with either resistivity logs or Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance logs.  Estimation of residual oil saturation is considered more difficult, and is the focus of this section. 
Various methods exist to estimate water saturation using electrical resistivity measurements.  The Archie Method (Archie, 
1942) uses the Archie Saturation Equation (Eq. 28), and is applicable if there is a clean water bearing zone.  Carbonates 
typically have tortuosity (a) equal to one, and methods exist to estimate cementation factor (m) and saturation exponent (n) 
(Asquith and Saha, 1991; Maute et al., 1992).  Resistivity of water (Rw) is calculated using log readings taken in the water zone 
(Sw=1).  This is used together with a deep resistivity measurement (Rt) from the oil uninvaded zone to estimate water 
saturation. 
  
   bcM0c# 
?D
   ................................................................................................................................................................... (28) 
 
Resistivity logs are available at a range of different penetrations.  If the well is drilled with water based mud, then residual 
oil saturation is estimated with the Archie Equation using resistivity of mud filtrate in the flushed zone (Rxo) in place of Rt.  
Due to invasion, the flushed zone is fully saturated with water except for residual oil saturation.  This method is common 
practice. 
If the well is drilled with oil based mud, then Rxo will not provide an appropriate resistivity measurement for estimation of 
residual oil saturation.  It is proposed that resistivity close to the well but beyond the invaded zone is measured following water 
injection.  This corresponds to a reservoir section approaching full water saturation except for residual oil.  For SCAL, 
hundreds of pore volumes of water can be injected to get close to residual oil saturation: this may not be the case with in-situ 
measurement.  From a practical perspective this is still useful as reservoir saturations are not expected to reduce to residual oil 
saturation.   
By logging electrical resistivity responses across the entire hydrocarbon zone, this method provides an average value for 
residual oil saturation.  Measurement at this length scale can be used to calibrate residual oil saturation estimates already 
upscaled from SCAL.  It is this upscaled estimate that is of most use for reservoir simulation.  Other techniques to estimate 
residual oil saturation are implemented commercially.  These include analysis of tracer behaviour in a single well (Chemical 
Tracers, Inc.), and the use of Carbon Oxygen logs (Yinzu et al., 1986; Eyvazzadeh et al., 1999). 
 
Value of Information  
Value of information through reducing relative permeability uncertainty was explored.  A simulation grid (1160ft × 1160ft × 
328ft) was constructed with a water injection and producer wells diametrically opposite (Appendix N).  Wells were perforated 
across the interval, assigned injection and production rate limits and a constraint on maximum pressure, and simulation 
duration was one year.  Mobile oil, produced oil, and time to water breakthrough were analysed.  This was stress tested for 
relative permeability curvatures (Nw, No) and endpoints (Sor, Swi) over the provided uncertainty ranges (Table 1).  Summary 
results (Table 4) show proportional changes to the base case (100%). 
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Table 4: Sensitivity of Mobile Oil, Produced Oil Volume, and Water Breakthrough to Relative Permeability Parameters 
 
 
Relative permeability endpoints impact production as expected: time to water breakthrough and produced oil volume 
increases with mobile oil fraction.   
Relative permeability curvature also impacts time to water breakthrough and produced oil volume.  A decrease in No delays 
water breakthrough, which together with a decrease in production decline rate, increases produced oil volume (Fig. 19a).  A 
decrease in Nw brings forward water breakthrough, which is offset by a decreased production decline rate to result in negligible 
impact on produced oil volume (Fig. 19b).   
Time to water breakthrough and produced oil volume are sensitive to relative permeability endpoints and curvature.  
Reducing uncertainty in these parameters improves estimates for commercially producible resources, and aids in water flood 
design. 
 
The impact of relative permeability on water breakthrough and oil production is shown to be material.  
 
Fig. 19: Sensitivity of Oil Production in the flow-back period to Relative Permeability Curvature (a) No (b) Nw 
Conclusions  
Relative permeability has a significant impact on time to water breakthrough and oil production.  A multi-phase well test has 
been proposed to calibrate relative permeability measurements obtained from SCAL for reservoir simulation.  The proposed 
test provides an additional dataset to reduce uncertainty early in field development when the value of information is highest.  
Reduction in relative permeability uncertainty improves information on which development strategies such as water flood 
design are based.  Decisions based on improved information are expected to result in improved field development and value.   
 
1. Uncertainty in relative permeability endpoints is reduced through estimating single phase oil mobility from the first 
buildup and single phase water mobility from the falloff.  Water mobility can be estimated from the non-stationary 
inflection point in the falloff mobility curve even when the test schedule results in the preceding injection period being 
too short for pressure derivative stabilisation to occur.  
 
2. Uncertainty in relative permeability curvature (characterised by Corey exponents) is reduced through estimating 
minimum mobility from the second buildup.  The estimate is optimised through shut-in of prior production period at 
minimum well productivity.  The proposed method uses all three mobility estimates to reduce uncertainty.  
 
3. The proposed method is effective in estimating endpoint and minimum mobility for a heterogeneous reservoir with a high 
permeability streak.  It is expected that that the method will be effective when applied more generally to heterogeneous 
reservoirs.  The test is also insensitive to capillary pressures expected in this reservoir.  
 
4. It is proposed that uncertainty in endpoint saturations be reduced using wireline logs.  Consistent with industry practice, 
calibration of logs and estimation of irreducible water saturation is through open and cased hole logs at the onset of the 
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proposed well test.  Residual oil saturation is estimated either through measurement of resistivity of the invaded zone 
following drilling with water based mud, or through resistivity measurement beyond the invaded zone following water 
injection.  Estimates can be used to calibrate upscaled relative permeability endpoints from SCAL.   
 
 
Recommendations for Further Study 
The proposed well test is shown to be feasible, but as yet has not been implemented.  Upon implementation, a close 
comparison against measurement from SCAL will provide further insight into the results of the method.   
Reducing simulation grid size was shown to reduce numerical dispersion with the simulated saturation profile tending 
towards the Buckley–Leverett solution.  The grid size in this study was constrained by the pressure solution; further work on 
reducing grid scale is therefore recommended.  Note that information derived from the test is independent of grid size: 
solutions can be used directly in a single vertical layer reservoir model, but will need calibrating for a multilayer model. 
Investigation into quantification of the difference between the observed minimum and the expected value which it 
estimates is also recommended.  This could result in improved estimation, reducing uncertainty in the proposed method. 
A Corey type characterisation for relative permeability has been assumed for this study.  It is expected that similar methods 
could be developed by using the proposed well test together with alternate characterisations.  
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Nomenclature a  Tortuosity factor  
Bo Oil formation volume factor 
Bw Water formation volume factor 
BU Buildup 
ct  Total compressibility (psi
-1
) 
cp Centipoise 
∆ Change in a given parameter 
Eq. Equation  
°F Degrees Fahrenheit P  Fractional flow of water 
FO Falloff 
Fig. Figure 
ft Feet 
h Reservoir thickness (ft) 
k Permeability (mD)  Oil relative permeability at Sw YYYYYYYYYY Average oil relative permeability at Sw  
Kro
w 
Endpoint of the oil relative permeability
  Total relative permeability at Sw     Water relative permeability at Sw  YYYYYYYYYYY Average water relative permeability at Sw  
Krw
o 
Endpoint of the water relative permeability 
m cementation factor 
M Mobility  Mobility relative to oil (MB)   Mobility of oil relative to oil (equal to 1 by 
definition)    Mobility of water relative to oil )*+   Minimum mobility relative to oil T%U   Mobility at Buckley-Leverett shock saturation 
relative to oil 
mD Milli-darcy 
µo  Viscosity of oil (cp) 
µw Viscosity of water (cp) 
n saturation exponent 
No Corey exponent for oil relative permeability 
Nw Corey exponent for water relative permeability 
p Pressure (psi) 
Ф Porosity f  Change in pressure (psi) f Bourdet pressure derivative (psi)   f)bg  Pressure derivative at local maximum (psi)   f   Pressure derivative at water stabilisation (psi)   
pi  Average Initial reservoir pressure (psi) O  Pressure (well flowing) 
PERT Program Evaluation Review Technique 67  Productivity Index 
Psi Pounds mass per square inch h  Flow rate (stb/day) h  Equivalent surface flow rate (stb/day) i  Radius (ft) 
ri Radius of investigation (ft) 
rw Well radius (ft) j  Formation water resistivity 
Rxo Flushed zone resistivity 
Rt Deep resistivity   Water saturation     Normalised water saturation  5  Normalised water saturation at which )*+  
occurs 5   Saturation at which )*+  occurs )  Water mobile saturation range T   Water saturation at which T%U  occurs T  Normalised water saturation at which T%U  
occurs *  Irreducible water saturation   Residual oil saturation 
Stb Stock tank barrels 
T  Temperature (°F) 
t Time 
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Appendix A: Literature Review 
 
Table A- 1: Key Milestones Related to this Study 
SPE 
Paper n° Year Title Authors Contribution 
942107-G 
(AIME) 
 
1942 
“Mechanism of Fluid 
Displacement in Sands” 
S.E. Buckley and M.C. 
Leverett 
Fundamental Theory in Petroleum 
Engineering describing the displacement of oil 
by gas or water, including discussion of 
relative permeability of fluids within a sand 
reservoir 
124-G 1952 
“A simplified method for 
computing oil recovery by gas 
or water drive” 
Welge, H.J. 
Provides a useful analytical method for 
computing average saturation, and hence oil 
recovery 
1023-G 
 
1959 
“Calculation of Relative 
Permeability from Displacement 
Experiments” 
E.F. Johnson, D.P. 
Bossler, V.O. Naumann 
Method for calculating individual gas and oil 
or oil and water relative permeabilities based 
on experiments on core samples. 
5105 1975 
“New Pseudo Functions to 
Control Numerical Dispersion” 
J.R. Kyte and D.W. 
Berry 
Significantly improved procedure for 
calculating dynamic pseudo functions; similar 
approximation accuracy achieved with larger 
grid cell sizes compared to previous methods. 
100283 2007 
“Value of Injection Testing as 
an Alternative to Conventional 
Well Testing: Field Experience 
in a Sour-Oil Reservoir” 
 
E. Beretta, A. Tiani, G. 
Lo Presti, F. Verga 
 This paper demonstrates that injection testing 
can be used as a suitable alternative to DST 
tests in providing estimates for permeability-
thickness product and total skin (which is the 
sum of the mechanical and bi-phase skin).  
96414 2008 
“A Well Test for In-Situ 
Determination of Relative 
Permeability Curves” 
Shi Chen, 
Gaoming Li, 
Alvaro Peres, 
A.C. Reynolds 
First to propose a injection/fall off/production 
well test sequence as a method to generate 
relative permeability curves (assuming end 
points are known) 
116068 2010 
“Determination of In-Situ Two-
Phase Flow Properties Through 
Downhole Fluid Movement 
Monitoring” 
F. Kuchuk, L. Zhan,  
S. Mark Ma,  
A.M. Al-Shahri,  
T.S. Ramakrishnan,  
Y. B. Altundas,  
M. Zeybek,  
R. de Loubens, 
N.Chugunov 
Method of in-situ estimation of two phase 
transport properties of porous media using 
time lapse resistivity, pressure and flow rate 
data from permanent downhole pressure, 
electrode resistivity array and production 
logging tools.  First experiment ever 
conducted for the dynamic reservoir 
evaluation which estimated in-situ relative 
permeability curves. 
  
Single Well Chemical Tracer 
Testing Services 
Chemical Tracers, Inc. 
(www.chemtracers.com) 
Details a method used commercially to 
estimate Sor from a single well chemical tracer  
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AIME 942107-G (1942) 
 
Mechanism of Fluid Displacement in Sands: 
 
Authors: S.E. Buckley and M.C. Leverett 
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
Describing the displacement of oil by gas or water and discusses relative permeability of fluids within a sand reservoir.  This 
study compares simulated solutions against that predicted by Buckley-Leverett theory.  Comparisons show the simulated 
solution to be consistent with Buckley-Leverett, except for around the Buckley-Leverett saturation front.  This has allowed for 
investigation into numerical dispersion: as grid size is reduced in the simulated solution, the saturation profile tends to that 
predicted by Buckley Leverett. 
 
Objectives of the Paper: 
Paper describes the mechanism by which water or gas displaces oil in the reservoir, and investigates water and gas as 
displacing agents.    
 
Methodology used: 
Paper is theoretical rather than experimental.  The paper investigates the role of free gas, the dynamics of displacement by free 
gas or by water, initial and subordinate phases of displacement, conditions affecting relative magnitudes of initial and 
subordinate displacement, and capillary effects in heterogeneous sands. 
 
Conclusions reached: 
• In the initial stages of production by mechanism of dissolved gas drive.  This mechanism is fundamentally inefficient 
and the amount of oil that can be recovered is seriously limited. 
• Displacement by free gas or water drive: 
o Presents a material balance equation for the net rate of accumulation of the displacing fluid being equal to the 
net oil displacement.  A transformed equation is presented, which states that the rate of advance of a plane 
that has a certain fixed saturation is proportional to the change in composition of the flowing stream caused 
by a small change in the saturation of the displacing fluid. 
o Presents an equation for the fractional flow of the displacing fluid. 
o The concept of Buckley-Leverett shock is introduced.  The consequent solution, including this shock, relates 
distance (arbitrary units) to saturation of the displacing fluid averts the possibility of multiple saturations 
occurring at the same distance (as described by the mathematical solution without a shock, which is 
physically impossible) 
• The initial phase of displacement, where a rapid rise in the water saturation occurs, is effective at displacing oil; 
further increases of water saturation are much more gradual. 
• The relative magnitude of initial displacement: 
o Viscosity: the more viscous the oil, the less readily it flows under a given pressure gradient.  Increased oil 
viscosity therefore results in the attainment of lower water saturation during the initial phase of displacement. 
o Initial fluid saturation:  if before invasion by displacing fluid the saturation of the displacing fluid in the sand 
exceeds that which would be obtained during the initial phase of displacement, this phase will be absent and 
only the subordinate phase would occur (in a water-drive operation, this may be experienced in tight sands, 
viscous oils, or in thin oil sands immediately overlaying water. 
o Capillary and Gravity Effects:  Capillary forces tend to oppose the formation of saturation discontinuities in 
homogeneous sand, while gravitational forces tend to promote complete vertical segregation of oil, gas and 
water.  At high rates of displacement, frictional forces may exceed both with relative permeability and 
viscosity regulating flow; at extremely low rates of displacement frictional force may be negligible, with the 
balance between capillary and gravitational forces controlling the saturation distribution  
• Effects of capillary forces are most noticeable in the production by water drive of reservoirs containing 
intercommunicating sands of variable permeability. 
Comments: 
• Paper is a key milestone, presenting a description of the displacement of oil by either gas or water.   
• Paper is relevant to this study, with content being applied directly.  
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SPE 124-G (1952) 
 
A Simplified Method for Computing Oil Recovery by Gas or Water Drive 
 
Authors: Welge, H. J. 
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
Minimum mobility is estimated from the proposed well test.  In the case that this minimum mobility is presumed to correspond 
to mobility at Buckley-Leverett shock saturation, this method has been used in this study to give the saturation at which this 
occurs. 
 
Objectives of the Paper: 
To provide a useful analytical method for computing average saturation, and hence oil recovery.  
 
Methodology used: 
Paper builds on previous work by Buckley and Leverett (1942), making use of the basic relationships originally developed for 
the case of water displacing oil.  To find average saturation from any plot of saturation vs. distance (1D), it had previously 
been necessary to integrate the area under the plot.  This paper presents a mathematical method to determine average saturation 
without the need for integration.   
 
Fig. A- 1: Fractional Flow (f) and Fractional Flow Derivative (f’) (SPE 124-G) 
Conclusions reached: 
• The average value of f’ is the slope of a line drawn through the origin and tangent to the originally constructed f 
curve.  This is true because of the requirement in analytic geometry, that the slope of the secant intersecting a curve in 
two points is the average slope of the curve. 
• The maximum slope of the curve corresponds to the highest velocity with which any saturation can move, and 
therefore can be used to obtain time of water breakthrough at producing wells.  
 
Comments: 
• The method described can be equally applied to gas or water drive.    
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SPE 1023-G (1959) 
 
Calculation of Relative Permeability from Displacement Experiments: 
 
Authors: E.F. Johnson, D.P. Bossler, V.O. Naumann 
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
This paper provides a method for calculating individual gas and oil or oil and water relative permeabilities based on 
experiments on core samples. The method is based on core samples, and as such there is no direct application to multiphase 
well testing as a method to calibrate relative permeabilities.  However, this is an important foundation for more recent work 
looking at in-situ methods. 
 
Objectives of the Paper: 
To present a method for calculating gas and oil, or oil and water relative permeabilities from data obtained during a gas drive 
or a waterflood experiment performed on a linear porous body.  This Paper builds on previous work by Buckley-Leverett and 
Welge to permit calculation of individual relative permeabilities. 
 
Methodology used: 
• Normal sized core samples (i.e. 2 to 3 in. in length and 1 to 2 in. in diameter) are used, and the following assumptions 
made:  
1. Flow velocity must be high enough to allow stabilised displacement  
(predominance of capillary effects compressed to small fraction of total pore space) 
2. Flow velocity is constant at all cross sections of the linear porous body (i.e. phases behave as immiscible 
incompressible fluids) 
• Derives a method for calculating relative permeabilities based on: 
1. Cumulative water injected into the core.   
2. “Relative Injectivity” (ratio of intake capacity at any given flood stage to intake capacity at the initiation of 
the flood. 
3. Fractional flows of oil and water, as previously described by Welge. 
• Method verified experimentally 
 
Conclusions reached: 
• Provides a method for calculating relative permeabilities from core samples 
• Method is faster and simpler than previous methods for obtaining relative permeability data 
 
Comments: 
• Paper is a key milestone in deriving relative permeability  
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SPE 5105 (1975) 
 
New Pseudo Functions to Control Numerical Dispersion 
 
Authors: J.R. Kyte and D.W. Berry. 
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
• In the flow-back period of the designed well test, there is evidence of numerical dispersion.  This paper addresses how 
this may be practically addressed 
 
Objectives of the Paper:  To develop an improved procedure for calculating dynamic pseudo functions that may be used in 
two-dimensional, areal simulations to approximate three-dimensional reservoir behaviour, and to demonstrate that the new 
procedure is generally more applicable than previously published approaches.  
 
Methodology used:  
To calculate pseudos for each areal block (in moving from smaller to larger blocks) this takes the properties from each of the 
smaller grid blocks or boundaries, and determines properties for the larger grid block or boundary.  This is later termed 
‘upscaling’.  The process is as follows:  
i. Calculate pseudo water saturation (pore volume weighted average) 
ii. Calculate pseudo flow rates for water and oil 
iii. Calculate dynamic pseudo-pressures 
iv. Calculate dynamic pseudo relative permeabilities 
v. Calculate dynamic capillary pressure 
 
Conclusions reached: 
• New procedures for calculating dynamic pseudo-functions are widely more applicable than previously published 
approaches. 
• Presented pseudo-functions may be applied to a wide range of flow conditions, with no obvious reason why they 
would not closely approximate average behaviour for immiscible multiphase flow in most vertical cross sections. 
• Application in increasing the lengths of computing blocks represents an important saving in time and money.  
 
Comments: 
• Generally preferable to use square blocks of one size, otherwise different pseudo-functions may be required for 
different model blocks 
• For the case investigated, dynamic pseudo-capillary pressures change by only a few psi over most of the saturation 
range.  When this is true, and when block lengths are equal in the cross-sectional and areal models, pseudo-functions 
give satisfactory results. 
• Different pseudo-functions are used in accord with initial saturations.  In this example, these are different for the oil 
zone and the transition zone. 
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SPE 96414 (2008) 
 
A Well Test for In-Situ Determination of Relative Permeability Curves 
 
Authors: Shi Chen, Gaoming Li, Alvaro Peres, A.C. Reynolds 
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
• Similar test design to this proposal, except that there is no initial production period and buildup, and no second 
buildup following 2 phase production. 
• Proposal differs from this paper in the following ways: (i) a greater focus on pressure transients of the falloff and the 
second buildup; (ii) greater focusing on sensitivities; (iii) a more practical/pragmatic approach to matching; (iv) 
design of a test with data from a real field. 
 
Objectives of the Paper:  Estimation of two phase (oil-water) relative permeabilities through a proposed well test. 
 
Methodology used: 
• Three Phase Well-Test: (i) injection of water into an oil reservoir operating above bubble point pressure, (ii) a falloff 
test and (iii) a producing period. 
• Power law and B-spine representations used to fit relative permeability curves 
• Minimises an objective function comparing predicted and observed pressure, and predicted and observed cumulative 
oil production as a function of time (equal weighting).  Optimisation uses Levenberg Marquardt algorithm.  
• For cubic splines, parameters are transformed to allow for an unconstrained optimisation procedure enforcing 
monotonicity and convexity constraints 
• Incrementally, a small change is made is made to the transformed variables, which generates a new water relative 
permeability curve are generated, which adheres to constraints 
• This generates a new relative permeability table, and is run through the reservoir simulator to give pressure and 
cumulative oil production data.  
 
Conclusions reached: 
• A better estimate of relative permeability curves is obtained from this well test than from an injection and falloff of 
equal duration (true irrespective of whether mobility ratio is favourable or unfavourable) 
• Content of production data, reflecting changes in sandface mobility, is sensitive to parameters used to model relative 
permeability, and is therefore is critical for resolving relative permeability curves.  
• It is unclear whether this test could be run in practice due to equipment limitations 
 
Comments: 
• Relative permeability endpoints cannot both be resolved, although the sum of Sor + Swi can be. 
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SPE 100283 (2007) 
 
Value of Injection Testing as an Alternative to Conventional Well Testing: Field Experience in a Sour-Oil Reservoir 
 
Authors: E. Beretta, A. Tiani, G. Lo Presti, F. Verga 
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
• This paper provides an estimate for total skin, which is the sum of the mechanical and bi-phase skin.  The values 
calculated using the analytical approach, have been used to compare and cross check against estimated skin values 
from the pressure transient analysis.  
 
Objectives of the Paper:  Due to environmental constraints this paper looks at the value of injection testing as an alternative to 
conventional DST testing.  Application is made to data acquired from a sour oil reservoir.  The objectives are to determine the 
kh product, PI, and skin, and by comparison, to determine whether injection testing is a suitable alternative to DST tests.    
 
Methodology used:  Six DST’s from three vertical appraisal wells are studied.  DST’s were performed after injectivity tests 
and subsequent acid stimulation jobs.  A comparison was made between falloff pressure response and the appropriate 
preceding buildup response to identify: (i) consistent IARF regime, (ii) average kh, (iii) total skin, (iv) skin components.  From 
this, and together with oil PVT values, well PI was calculated.  
 
Conclusions reached: 
• Injection tests can be used as an alternative to conventional well testing provided that oil PVT and the oil/injected-
fluid relative permeability curves are known. 
• Provides effective identification of kh and total skin and allows detection of any reservoir lateral heterogeneity or 
permeability barriers, depending on test duration  
• Injection fluid must be compatible with the reservoir rock, and fluids are available at a reasonable cost.  
• Total skin, St, includes two components: mechanical skin and bi-phase skin. 
• Relative permeability and injected volume are critical parameters for bi-phase skin. 
 
Comments: 
• Assumes a two zone radial composite model, as compared to a three zone model. 
• In the case of real well-testing, the first IARF regime in the inner region was never detectable on the pressure 
derivative log-log plot because of wellbore storage effects. 
• Use of a production logging tool during the production phase would be very helpful to determine the injection profile 
when testing a multilayer system.   
• During the injection phase the flooded region expands with time, and the interface between fluids moves through the 
reservoir.  A nonlinear numerical well testing is then needed because the analytical-model solution cannot describe 
unsteady conditions (Levitan, 2003).  
• In principle, superposition method is not applicable to interpret the falloff pressure response, because of the different 
pressure behaviour observed during injection and falloff.  However, conventional approach can be used as the 
superposition method does not introduce significant errors (Abbaszadeh and Kamal, 1989).  
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SPE 116068 (2010) 
Determination of In-Situ Two-Phase Flow Properties Through Downhole Fluid Movement Monitoring 
 
Authors: F. Kuchuk, L. Zhan, S. Mark Ma, A.M. Al-Shahri, T.S. Ramakrishnan, Y. B. Altundas, M. Zeybek, R. de Loubens, 
N. Chugunov. 
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
The method presented is consistent with the objectives of this paper, as the test estimates relative permeability parameters for 
the reservoir.  Furthermore, the test evaluates vertical heterogeneity and generates relative permeabilities and capillary 
pressures on a layer by layer basis.   
 
Objectives:   
• To infer two phase properties on a zonal basis based on in-situ measurement (estimation of two-phase transport 
properties of porous media using time-lapse resistivity, pressure and flow rate data from permanent downhole 
pressure, electrode resistivity array and production logging tools). 
• To develop a new downhole hardware assembly, new measurement procedures, and associated interpretation 
techniques for inferring oil recovery factor, relative permeabilities to oil and water, and other two phase flow 
properties.  
 
Methodology used:   
• Produce oil to remove mudcake and mud filtrate.   
• Establishment of a baseline through running production logs and conducting buildups to estimate basic reservoir 
parameters.  
• Inject water at incremental rates, and record time lapse Electrode Resistivity Array (ERA) measurements 
• Interpret individual measurements through a fluid flow and electromagnetic simulator which integrates: 
o Dynamic immiscible oil/water flow and salt transport simulation 
o Electrode array response simulation 
o Inversion of ERA data for parameter estimations 
• Integrated interpretation using a multiphysics numerical simulator: 
o Construct a preliminary geological model and determine initial values 
o Simulate multiphase, multicomponent fluid flow 
o Simulate voltage distributions 
o History match ERA voltage or apparent resistivity measurements at all monitoring electrodes 
• Relative permeability and capillary pressure is history matched for each layer in the reservoir (a 32-layer reservoir 
was considered)  
• Final history matching with a single well model. 
 
Conclusions reached: 
• First experiment ever conducted for dynamic reservoir evaluation, which achieved the following: 
o Waterfront monitoring during the test 
o Formation heterogeneity and anisotropy quantification 
o Estimation of in-situ relative permeability and capillary pressure curves for all layers 
o Estimation of in-situ connate water saturation and residual oil saturation for all flow units 
• Together with pressure transient responses, the ERA measurements allowed characterisation to a radial distance of 
tens of metres. 
 
Comments 
• Approach is new to the oil industry 
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In-Situ Determination of Sor from a Single Well Chemical Tracer (SWCT) 
 
Authors: Chemical Tracers, Inc. (www.chemtracers.com)  
 
Contribution to multi-phase well testing to calibrate relative permeability measurements for reservoir simulation: 
The method employed provides an in-situ estimation of Sor, which is consistent with the aim of the project. 
 
Objectives:  In-situ estimation of Sor through analysis of tracer behaviour in a single well.  As this is a commercial venture 
value of information provided must exceed the cost of providing the information.  Determination of Sor allows for reserves 
estimate determination and provides information for the assessment of the potential benefit of EOR. 
 
Methodology used:   
The method comprises the following steps: 
• Method uses the partitioning tracer ethyl acetate, or other esters based on temperature and expected Sor range.  Before 
use in the well, the ester partition coefficient is determined in the laboratory.  In a mix of oil and water, this is the 
concentration of the ester in the oil relative to the concentration of ester in the water: 
 
*  kl*mknbo    ..................................................................................................................................................... (A- 1) 
 
• Formation water plus ester tracer is injected into the formation zone.  According to Ki, a proportion of this moves into 
the stationary oil.  As the ester spends time in the oil phase, it moves more slowly than the injected water velocity.  
• Water is injected, together with a material balance tracer (Ki = 0.01), is injected to push the partitioning tracer further 
into the reservoir (doughnut shaped bank). 
• The well is shut in for 2-6 days.  Ethyl acetate reacts with water to form ethyl alcohol and acetic acid.  About 30% of 
the ethyl acetate is converted to ethyl alcohol, which is a new tracer with Ki ≈ 0: 
 pqrs  t!u v pqut  trs    ......................................................................................................................... (A- 2) 
 
• The well is now produced back.  There is a separation of tracers, as the ethyl alcohol moves more quickly than the 
ethyl acetate, which is not slowed by stationary oil, and therefore reaches the surface sooner.  The level of separation 
is reflective of the value of Sor.  Samples are taken every 5-20 minutes, and analysed via chromatography for tracer 
content.  Production continues until the injected water is produced back. The Injected water front and ethyl acetate 
leading edge arrive at the well bore at the same time. 
• For each sample, the total volume produced back at the time of sample, and the concentration of each tracer is noted.  
Ethyl alcohol arrives first, followed by the ethyl acetate, and the profiles are dispersed.  The production volume at 
which the peak ethyl alcohol concentration occurs, the production volume at which the peak ethyl acetate 
concentration occurs, and the value of Ki are used to provide an estimate of Sor.   
 
Conclusions reached: 
• This method uses chemical tracers in a commercially viable manner to estimate Sor. 
 
Comments: 
• As well as providing an estimate for Sor, this method can be used before and after EOR injection to measure the 
change in Sor. 
• The comment that the injected water front and ethyl acetate leading edge arrive at the well bore at the same time is the 
same principle as noted in the flow back analysis, which is insensitive to Sor. 
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Appendix B: Relative Permeability and Mobility Characterisation  
 
Objective:  This section introduces general concepts of relative permeability and mobility used in Petroleum Engineering. 
 
Relative Permeability: 
General definitions used in Petroleum Engineering: 
  *  *    ........................................................................................................................................................................ (B- 1) 
 
Where: *  =  effective permeability of phase i   =  absolute permeability * =  relative permeability of phase i 
 
For a given water saturation (Sw), total relative permeability at is defined as the sum of oil and water relative permeability: 
          ..................................................................................................................................... (B- 2) 
  = relative permeability of oil at saturation Sw  =  relative permeability of water at saturation Sw  =  total relative permeability of two phase fluid at saturation Sw 
 
For this study, effective relative permeability and not absolute relative permeability has been considered.  By definition: 
   *  1    ......................................................................................................................................................... (B- 3) 
 
Corey Characterisation of Relative Permeability: 
A Corey Model is assumed to characterise relative permeability throughout this study: 
     
      ......................................................................................................................................... (B- 4) 
    
     ........................................................................................................................................ (B- 5) 
    
           
      .................................................................................................. (B- 6) 
  
where: 
   =  kro(Swi)  (equal to 1 in this characterisation) 
   = krw(1-Sor)    = Residual Oil Saturation *  = Irreducible Water Saturation @  = Corey exponent for the oil relative permeability curve @  = Corey exponent for the water relative permeability curve 
 
Mobility:  
Mobility of a fluid is a familiar concept in Petroleum Engineering.  Mobility () has been defined as follows: 
        ....................................................................................................................................................... (B- 7) 
        ...................................................................................................................................................... (B- 8) 
         ......................................................................................................................................... (B- 9) 
 
Mobility relative to oil () is defined by:  
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  ..    .......................................................................................................................................................... (B- 10) 
 
So by definition, mobility of oil relative to oil is equal to one: 
   *  1     ...................................................................................................................................................... (B- 11) 
 
Combining Eq. B- 9 & B- 11 gives: 
       ............................................................................................................................................. (B- 12) 
 
where: 
µo  =  oil viscosity 
µw  =  water viscosity 
 
Assuming Corey characterisation, this can be expressed as: 
   
       
    ............................................................................................. (B- 13) 
 
In the two phase system, single phase water mobility (oil saturation is equal to residual oil saturation) is defined relative to 
single phase oil mobility (water saturation is equal to irreducible water saturation) ( ).  For this case, Eq. B- 13 becomes: 
     
     ........................................................................................................................................................... (B- 14) 
 
Combining Eq. B- 13 & B- 14 and noting that 
  1, gives: 
                     ......................................................................................................(B- 15)  
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Appendix C: Mobility Estimation from Pressure Transient Analysis  
 
Objective:  This section details principles from well test analysis appropriate to this study. 
 
The Perrine Method: 
“The Perrine Method considers multiphase flow using a single mixture fluid downhole and treats this fluid as a liquid 
analogue” (Houzé, O et al., Dynamic Flow Analysis - v4.10.01).  In this analysis, total rate is defined as a total oil equivalent 
rate: 
 h  h  h $$   ............................................................................................................................................................... (C- 1) 
 h  = total oil equivalent downhole rate h = oil rate (rb) h = water rate (rb) w  = formation volume factor for oil w  = formation volume factor for water 
 
Radial Flow Stabilisation: 
The analytic solution for Infinite Acting Radial Flow (IARF), as provided in literature, is given by: 
 Δi, q   !. "$% yz{Δq  log  MU# :  3.23  0.87 ............................................................................................. (C- 2) 
 
The Bourdet Derivative is defined as: 
 Δ   -&'-m+  .................................................................................................................................................................. (C- 3) 
 
Combining Eq. C- 2 & C- 3: 
 Δ   . !"$%   .............................................................................................................................................................. (C- 4) 
 
Assuming normalised mobility , given by equation (B-9), such that MBS4  S4  1 (i.e. mobility is normalised to 
oil at S4  S4): 
       ............................................................................................................................................... (C- 5) 
 
Using the definitions already provided for mobility, together with Eq. C- 4 gives: 
 Δ   . !"$.   ................................................................................................................................................................ (C- 6) 
 Δ   . !"$.   .............................................................................................................................................................. (C- 7) 
 Δ   . !"$.   .............................................................................................................................................................. (C- 8) 
 
Combining Eq. C- 6 & C- 7 gives: 
   ..    &'(&'(    ............................................................................................................................................................ (C- 9) 
 
 Combining Eq. C- 7 & C- 8 gives: 
    ..    &'(&'(   ......................................................................................................................................................... (C- 10) 
 
Similarly, if radial flow stabilisation existed for the minimum mobility ()*+ ), then the following relationships would also 
hold:  
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 )*+   &'(&'012(   ............................................................................................................................................................. (C- 11) 
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Appendix D: Pressure Transient Analysis of Falloff  
 
Objective:  This section investigates mobility estimates derived from the falloff.   
 
All cases assume 15,000 stb/d, but sensitivity to duration of prior injection period and mobility, through changing viscosity of 
water, is explored. 
 
Case 1:  Mobility contrast between single phase oil and single phase water; 2 day prior injection 
 
Model Parameters:  
 
Krw
o
 = 0.4, µo = 1.2, µw = 1.2, qw = 15000 stb/d, Bo =1.5, Bw = 0.994, qoe = 9940 stb/d, Injection duration = 2 days 
 
Theoretical Values: 
 Δ   . !"$%  38.5     
   0.4 5 .!.!  0.4 Δ   &'(.   ..  96.3                    )  0.585 )*+   )    )   0.303   Δ))   &'(.0D   ..   127.0  
 
Results: 
 
Fig. D- 1: Mobility Contrast (oil-water) with 2 day prior injection (a) Log-Log Plot (b) Mobility Plot 
From this analysis, the following estimates were derived: 
   =  0.40 
 )*+  =  0.36 
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Case 2:  Base case assumptions; 2 day prior injection 
 
Model Parameters:  
 
Krw
o
 = 0.4, µo = 1.2, µw = 0.52, qw = 15000 stb/d, Bo =1.5, Bw = 0.994, qoe = 9940 stb/d, Injection duration = 2 days 
 
Theoretical Values: 
 Δ   . !"$%  38.5     
   0.4 5 .!.!  0.927 Δ   &'(.   ..!  41.5                    )  0.483 )*+   )    )   0.567   Δ))   &'(.0D   ..   68.0  
 
Results: 
 
Fig. D- 2: Base Case with 2 day prior injection (a) Log-Log Plot (b) Mobility Plot 
From this analysis, the following estimates were derived: 
   =  0.91 
 )*+  =  0.70 
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Case 3: Mobility contrast between single phase oil and single phase water; 90 day prior injection 
 
Model Parameters:  
 
Krw
o
 = 0.4, µo = 1.2, µw = 1.2, qw = 15000 stb/d, Bo =1.5, Bw = 0.994, qoe = 9940 stb/d, Injection duration = 365 days 
 
Theoretical Values: 
 Δ   . !"$%  38.5     
   0.4 5 .!.!  0.4 Δ   &'(.   ..  96.3                    )  0.585 )*+   )    )   0.303   Δ))   &'(.0D   ..   127.0  
 
Results: 
 
Fig. D- 3: Mobility Contrast (oil-water) with 90 day prior injection (a) Log-Log Plot (b) Mobility Plot 
 
(Note that for a case following 365 day injection, mobility does come back down to the theoretical oil stabilisation line) 
 
From this analysis, the following estimates were derived: 
   =  0.40 
 )*+  =  0.36 
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Case 4: Base case assumptions; 90 day prior injection 
 
Model Parameters:  
 
Krw
o
 = 0.4, µo = 1.2, µw = 0.52, qw = 15000 stb/d, Bo =1.5, Bw = 0.994, qoe = 9940 stb/d, Injection duration = 365 days 
 
Theoretical Values for Δ: 
 Δ   . !"$%  38.5     
   0.4 5 .!.!  0.927 Δ   &'(.   ..!  41.5                    )  0.483 )*+   )    )   0.567   Δ))   &'(.0D   ..   68.0  
 
Results: 
 
 
Fig. D- 4: Base Case with 90 day prior injection (a) Log-Log Plot (b) Mobility Plot 
From this analysis, the following estimates were derived: 
   =  0.93 
 )*+  =  0.71 
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Appendix E: Wellbore Storage Sensitivity 
 
Objective:  This section demonstrates the impact of wellbore storage on the proposed test. 
Wellbore storage can be seen on pressure transient analysis at early time.  The proposed test applies pressure transient analysis 
to water and two phase regions close to the wellbore.  It is therefore important to minimise the wellbore storage impact, which 
can be achieved through down hole shut-in, and analyse the resultant impact on measurements taken from the pressure 
transient: 
Well bore storage (C) for a cylindrical wellbore, is determined by multiplying the volume of the wellbore by the 
compressibility of the fluid in the wellbore.  This is given by Eq. D- 1 (van Everdingen and Hurst, 1949): 
  : ∆∆'  s    ............................................................................................................................................................ (D- 1) 
 
For downhole shut-in, the volume of the wellbore over the height of the penetrated interval is considered:   
    sOi!   ................................................................................................................................................................... (D- 2) 
 
Assuming rw = 0.401 ft and h = 328 ft (Table 1), and cf = 3×10
-6
 psi
-1
 (approximate compressibility of water for the given 
reservoir conditions), Eq. D- 1 gives a wellbore storage, C ≈ 9×10
-5
.  This has been used for the wellbore storage sensitivity. 
 
The impact of assuming wellbore storage on the pressure transient and mobility plots compared to the case of zero assumed 
wellbore storage and skin is shown (Fig. E- 1).  This is negligible after 0.01 hours.  The falloff is insensitive to wellbore 
storage (Fig. E- 2). 
The difference in the inferred mobility of water relative to oil ( ), using oil stabilisation from the first buildup and the 
inflection in the derivative of the falloff is 0.1%.  
 
 
Fig. E- 1: Pressure Transient and Mobility Plot for 1st Buildup: Comparison between Zero and Downhole Shut-in WBS 
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Fig. E- 2: Pressure Transient and Mobility Plot for Falloff: Comparison between Zero and Downhole Shut-in WBS 
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Appendix F: Minimum Mobility from Second Buildup 
 
Objective: This section illustrates the optimised estimate for minimum mobility following shut in at minimum well 
productivity.  Both fine and very fine grids are considered.  The very fine grid is used as the base case in this study. 
Very Fine Simulation Grid (Fig. 2b) 
 
Fig. F- 1: Optimised minimum mobility estimate from second buildup (very fine grid) (a) log-log (b) mobility relative to oil 
The estimate for minimum mobility using this method was 0.59 compared to the theoretical value of 0.57. 
Fine Simulation Grid (Fig. 2a) 
 
Fig. F- 2: Optimised minimum mobility estimate from second buildup (fine grid) (a) log-log (b) mobility relative to oil 
The estimate for minimum mobility using this method was 0.57 compared to the theoretical value of 0.57. 
Comparison of Grid size  
Fig. F- 3 compares mobility curves following shut-in at minimum PI for each of the grid sizes.   
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Fig. F- 3: Comparison of minimum mobility estimates assuming different grid sizes 
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Appendix G: Reducing Uncertainty in Corey Exponents  
 
Overview:  This section details the analytic calculation of minimum mobility and the saturations at which they occur.  An 
estimate for minimum mobility can be determined from the proposed well test.  This can be used to reduce uncertainty in 
Corey Exponents No and Nw. 
 
Minimum Mobility 
Assuming that the Corey characterisation of relative permeability, and that all saturations are observable in the reservoir, then 
the minimum mobility is occurs when the first differential of total relative permeability with respect to water saturation is 
equal to zero (Eq. 10).  Differentiating total relative permeability with respect to water saturation: 
 -.-   --                ........................................................................................................ (G- 1) 
 -.-     . @ .     .     @.     .      .................................................. (G- 2) 
 
In the above calculation, No and Nw are not natural numbers, so the functional power rule for differentiation is applied to each 
term.  In this application of the below rule, g is constant (either Nw, or No), and so g’ = 0 
 P   m+O   P P O  {yP ........................................................................................................................... (G- 3) 
 
The value of Sw at which minimum mobility occurs (5 ) is given by equating (G- 2) to zero (it is assumed that providing Nw ≥ 
1, No ≥ 1, and [Nw,No] ≠ [1,1], then a maximum or minimum will exist within the open interval (Swi,1-Sor) ).  An estimate for 
local maximum on the pressure derivative from the transient gives an estimate for minimum mobility.   
 0     . @ .  5    .     @.  5    .     ....................................................... (G- 4) 
 
Rearranging gives:  
         5 =>?5  =>?   1 : * :       ............................................................................................... (G- 5) 
 
If the saturation at which this expression holds (5 ) can be determined numerically.  Substituting into (B- 15) gives: 
 )*+ 5       5           5          ............................................................................................... (G- 6) 
 
Reducing Uncertainty in Corey Exponents 
Estimates of    and  )*+  can be used to reduce the uncertainty in the Corey exponents No and Nw.  A relationship exists 
between the Bourdet Derivative and both water (Eq. C- 10) and minimum mobility (Eq. C- 11).  Values of Δb  and Δ)bg  can be used to provide estimates for    and  )*+  (Appendix D, Appendix F).  Distinct values for    and  )*+  
are used to illustrate the method.  In practice, the level of confidence in well test estimates should be considered, and an 
uncertainty range assumed.  
 z  is independent of Swi and Sor (and as such, any reasonable values can be substituted into the below equations), then this 
reduces the unknown parameters to three: Sw*, No and Nw. 
 
Given that No and Nw are already constrained to an uncertainty range from SCAL, the [No, Nw] uncertainty space can be 
explored and subsequently reduced (Fig. G- 1).  For a discrete range of values of No and Nw in this range, Eq. G- 5 can be 
solved numerically to give Sw*, which is subsequently used in Eq. G- 6 to give z .  Furthermore, as an estimate of z  can 
be determined from the 2
nd
 buildup, this can be superimposed onto the uncertainty space.  
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Fig. G- 1:  [No, Nw] uncertainty space and associated minimum mobility (for given viscosities) 
Method using Normalised Corey Characterisation 
As z  is independent of Swi and Sor, this allows for simplification of equations.  Eq. G- 5 & G- 6 are normalised by 
evaluating with Swi = 0 and Sor =  0.  The normalised saturation (5) at which minimum mobility occurs is different to the 
saturation at which minimum mobility occurs (5 ).  Both values can be used to give the same value of z  using Eq. G- 6 & 
G- 8 respectively: 
 
z   @z@    ;1: 5<@z:1;5<@:1        ........................................................................................................................................... (G- 7) 
 z   z . 5@       1 : 5@z   .......................................................................................................................... (G- 8)  
 @  P@, 5 
Using the normalised Corey characterisation, No can be expressed in terms of Nw and z .  This is useful, as z  is 
measured from the well test, and is therefore an input, rather than an output onto which an iterative solution needs to converge 
(No and Nw are the uncertain parameters).  5 still needs to be determined numerically, once found, subsequent steps are 
simplified.   
 
Rearranging Eq. G- 7: 
 z . 5@:1 @@z  1 :  5      1 :  5@z       ...................................................................................................... (G- 9) 
 
Substituting in Eq. G- 8: 
 z   z . 5@       z 5@:1 @@z  1 :  5  ........................................................................................... (G- 10)  
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Rearranging: 
 @     ; (5<;(5< I0DI  ?J(5=     ...................................................................................................................................... (G- 11)  
 
Taking logs and rearranging Eq. G- 7 & G- 8 gives an alternate expression for No: 
 @     ABC .0D . .(5=ABC ; (5<  ........................................................................................................................................... (G- 12)  
 
Which, using logarithm rules, could alternatively be expressed as  
 @     log; (5< )*+ :  . 5  ..................................................................................................................... (G- 13)  
 
Of these characterisations, Eq. G- 12 has been substituted into Eq. G- 7 to give: 
 
     ABC .0D . .(5=ABC ; (5<   ; (5<
EFGH I0D >I .J(5=FGH ;?> J(5<  > ?K
;(5<=>?    .................................................................................. (G- 14) 
 
Use of Eq. G- 11 rather than Eq. G- 12 provides an alternative equally valid formulation.  
 @  P@, 5 
Alternatively, following similar a similar approach, Nw can be expressed in terms of No and )*+ to give three equivalent 
formulations.   
 @     ;(5<; (5<  I0D;?> J(5<=      .......................................................................................................................................... (G- 15)  
 
@     ABC¡I0D
  > ?>J(5= I ¢ABC ;(5<   ............................................................................................................................................ (G- 16)  
 @     log5 .0D   (5= .     .................................................................................................................................. (G- 17)  
 
These can be used to provide an alternative to Eq G- 14, except with Nw absent from the right hand side of the expression 
(rather than No). 
 
   @ £ ABC ;(5< ABC¡I0D  > ?>J(5= I ¢¤   
; (5<=>?
;(5<¥
¦§
FGHEI0D  > ?>J(5= I KFGH ;J(5< >?¨
©ª
       ............................................................................... (G- 18) 
 
Application 5 is found numerically from Eq. G- 14 and substituted into Eq. G- 12 to determine No for given inputs. 
 
Upon determination of z  from the 2nd buildup of the well test, uncertainty in [No, Nw] can be reduced.  Monte Carlo 
analysis considering input uncertainty ranges can be superimposed onto the uncertainty space (Fig. 11b)  
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Appendix H: Well Test Analysis Interpretation Process 
 
 
*SPE 102079, Alain C. Gringarten 
Fig. H- 1: Well Test Analysis Interpretation Process Diagram  
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Appendix I: Numerical Dispersion Investigation 
 
Objective:  This section investigates numerical dispersion, through investigating the sensitivity of the simulated solution to 
grid size.  A comparison has been made between the simulated water saturation profile and the solution provided by Buckley-
Leverett. 
  
Grid size sensitivity: 
Fig. I- 1 shows the impact of grid size on water saturation profile following injection (two days).  Radial grid size is defined by 
a Progression Ratio (PR) in the simulation software used for this study.  This is the ratio by which the grid size increases away 
from the well.  Progression ratios of 2.0, 1.4, 1.2, 1.1, 1.05, 1.02, and 1.01 were investigated.   
 
 
Fig. I- 1: Impact of grid size on numerical dispersion of water saturation following injection 
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Buckley-Leverett Theory: 
Buckley-Leverett theory (Buckley and Leverett, 1942) was originally based on one dimensional flow, but can be extended to a 
radial model in the case of a homogeneous reservoir.  It assumes that both fluids are incompressible, capillary pressure 
gradient is negligible, and gravity segregation is negligible.  The one dimensional Buckley-Leverett equation is: 
 -gX-   "M« -O-T      ............................................................................................................................................................ (I- 1) 
 
In a radial model, this can be expressed as: 
 -XL-   "MN% -O-T      .......................................................................................................................................................... (I- 2) 
 
For the purpose of this comparison, discretising and rearranging gives: 
 MN%" &X
L
&   -O-T ............................................................................................................................................................... (I- 3) 
 
Assuming relative permeability curves (Fig. I- 2a), -O-T can be calculated from Buckley-Leverett theory (Fig. I- 2b, Fig. I- 
2c).  This can be compared against values of  
MN%" &X
L
&   based on simulated outputs of rs  for given Sw, together with specified 
input parameters Φ, h, qi and ∆t, based on the same relative permeability curves. 
 
Buckley-Leverett calculation for -O-T 
 
 
Fig. I- 2: (a) Relative Permeability (b) Water Fractional Flow (c) Buckley-Leverett Solution   
Simulated solution 
 
The LHS of Eq. I- 3 can be calculated using simulated outputs for ∆rs and  (i.e. the radius ∆rs at which  = 0.70, 0.65, ... , 
0.30, 0.25 is noted) together with simulator inputs used to generate these values: 
 
φ  = 0.1 
h = 328ft 
qi  =  15000stb/d * 0.993982 rb/stb = 14910rb/d 
∆t  = 2 days (48 hours) 
 
Note that: 
• It is assumed that rw= 0, as rw is negligible, i.e. ∆rs = rs - rw ≈ rs 
• A measurement error is introduced in reading this from the simulated output 2D diagram. 
 
Base simulation assumption is to use a very fine grid around the well (Fig. 2b).  This has a progression ratio of 1.05 (i.e. the 
length, in the radial direction, of a given cell is 1.05 times that of the neighbouring cell closer to the wellbore).  This was the 
only parameter varied in this investigation of numerical dispersion.  The following progression ratios were considered: 1.01, 
1.02, 1.05 (Base), 1.10, 1.20, 1.40, 2.00. 
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Fig. I- 3: Simulated saturation solutions as a function of grid size 
Comparison between Buckley-Leverett and simulated output: 
The Buckley-Leverett solution is consistent with the simulated output solution.  The difference between the solutions is due to 
numerical dispersion, seen at the saturation front.  The simulated solution appears to tend towards the Buckley-Leverett 
solution a grid size reduces.  
 
Fig. I- 4: Comparison of Simulated saturation solutions to Buckley-Leverett solution 
Note that material balance is consistent between the Buckley-Leverett and simulated solutions (Fig. I- 4: red and blue shaded 
areas have equal area). 
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Fig. I- 5: Material Balance Consistency between Buckley-Leverett and Simulated solutions.  
Impact of grid size on simulation: 
Reducing grid size increases the time to water breakthrough (Fig. I- 6) in the two-phase flow back period.  Fractional flow has 
a corresponding impact on the pressure solution (Fig. I- 7a).  For grid refinement greater than that used for this study, an error 
in pressure solution is introduced (Fig. I- 7b).  This was the limiting factor for grid refinement used in this study. 
 
 
Fig. I- 6: Impact of grid size on two-phase flow back 
 
 
Fig. I- 7: Impact of grid size on pressure response (a) reducing to grid size for simulation (b) including most fine grids 
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Appendix J: Reducing Uncertainty in Corey Exponents - mobility evaluated 
at Buckley-Leverett shock saturation 
 
Overview:  This section assumes minimum mobility observable through the proposed test is the mobility at Buckley-Leverett 
Shock Saturation (¬zsz ).  A similar approach to Appendix G is derived, with normalised Corey exponents, rather than using 
the condition provided by Eq. 10.  An alternative constraint is that the Buckley-Leverett shock saturation (T  occurs when the 
gradient of the fractional flow curve is equal to the gradient of the tangent to this curve (Welge, 1952).   
  
Fractional Flow Curve: 
 
 
Fig. J- 1: (a) Water fractional flow (b) normalised water fractional flow 
 
Fractional flow for water is defined by: 
 P   QS RS R       ................................................................................................................................................................ (J- 1) 
 
Assuming Corey characterisation (Eq. B- 4 & B- 5), and applying the normalised characterisation, normalised water fractional 
flow is given by: 
  P   QS­ ;?>J( <=S­ ;J( <=  
      ................................................................................................................................................... (J- 2) 
 
Furthermore, substituting Eq. B- 14 yields: 
 P   11 1z  ;1: <@z; <@  
      ....................................................................................................................................................... (J- 3) 
 
Define T  as the saturation and T as the normalised saturation at which the Buckley-Leverett shock occurs. Equating the 
gradients of the fractional flow curve and the tangent line at this saturation gives: 
 V-O(-( W(X    VO(( W(X  ................................................................................................................................................................. (J- 4) 
 
The right hand side of Eq. J- 4 can be expressed using Eq. J- 3: 
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O( (X(X  (X   Q ?I  ;?>J(X<=;J(X<=  
      ........................................................................................................................................... (J- 5) 
 
To evaluate V-O(-( W(X , substitution (Eq. J- 6), chain rule for differentiation (Eq. J- 7), and quotient rule for differentiation (Eq. J- 
8) are used:  
 ®   ;( <=;( <=       ................................................................................................................................................................. (J- 6) 
 V-O(-( W(X   V-O(-¯ . -¯-( W(X       ................................................................................................................................................ (J- 7) 
 P  %  ° P   %( %%L       ................................................................................................................................................. (J- 8) 
 
Applying Eq. J- 6, J- 7 & Eq. J- 8 to Eq. J- 5: 
 V-O(-( W(X    
?I
EQ ?I  ;?>J(X<
=
;J(X<=  K
L  .  ;(X<=;(X<=>?   ;(X<=>?;(X<=       (X=  L       .............................................................. (J- 9) 
 
Equating Eq. J- 5  and Eq.  J- 9 using relationship Eq. J- 4; and simplifying: 
 
 ?IEQ ?I  ;?>J(X<=;J(X<=  K
L  .  ;(X<=;(X<=>? Q ;(X<=>?;(X<=       (X=  L   :   (X   Q ?I  ;?>J(X<=;J(X<=  
  0      ................................. (J- 10) 
 
Mobility at normalised Buckley-Leverett shock saturation is given by: 
  ¬zsz   z . ¬  @       1 : ¬  @z   ...................................................................................................................... (J- 11)  
 
Application 
Similar to Appendix G, Eq. J- 11 can be rearranged to get No on the left hand side and substituted into Eq. J- 10 to give an 
alternate equation to Eq. G- 14.  This can be solved numerically for ¬ which is substituted back to find No.  Compared to 
Appendix G, this finds the Buckley-Leverett shock saturation rather than the saturation as defined by Eq. 10, but the solution 
process is similar to that of Appendix G. 
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Appendix K: Heterogeneity 
 
Overview:  This section illustrates saturation profile in a multi-layer heterogeneous model with a high permeability streak. 
 
 
Fig. K- 1: Saturation distribution following injection (2 days) 
 
Fig. K- 2: Saturation profile following flow back period 
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Appendix L: Capillary Pressure 
 
Overview:  This section investigates the sensitivity of mobility determined using pressure transient analysis to capillary 
pressure 
 
Conclusions:   For capillary pressures expected for this reservoir, there is negligible impact on the pressure transient analysis.   
The assumption of zero capillary pressure is therefore reasonable for analysis of this reservoir.  When higher capillary 
pressures are assumed, an impact on the response is observed where two phase flow occurs, so the conclusion for this reservoir 
cannot be directly extended to other reservoirs with higher capillary pressures without further investigation. 
 
Assumptions:  Fig. L- 1 details capillary pressure assumptions for (a) base case for this reservoir, and (b) high capillary 
pressure sensitivity.  Modelling has assumed that well perforations are sufficiently high above the transition zone to avoid 
water production. 
 
 
Fig. L- 1: Capillary pressure assumptions (a) base assumptions for reservoir (b) high case sensitivity 
Base Reservoir Case: 
Flow is not materially impacted under expected reservoir capillary pressures (Fig. L- 2, Fig. L- 3, Fig. L- 4, Fig. L- 5) 
 
 
Fig. L- 2: Impact of Expected Reservoir Capillary Pressure of Pressure and Rate  
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Fig. L- 3: Impact of Expected Reservoir Capillary on Log-Log Plot for first buildup  
 
Fig. L- 4: Impact of Expected Reservoir Capillary on Log-Log Plot for falloff  
 
Fig. L- 5: Impact of Expected Reservoir Capillary on Log-Log Plot for second buildup 
 
High Capillary Pressure: 
The impact of high capillary pressure is observed only when there is two-phase flow in the reservoir.  This is seen on the 
pressure response graph (Fig. L- 6).  There is no impact on the first build up, when only single phase flow is present in the in 
the reservoir (Fig. L- 7).  For the falloff and second buildup there is no impact in the pressure transient at times corresponding 
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to either single phase water or single phase oil, but an impact is observed only in the transition zone where there is two phase 
flow (Fig. L- 8, Fig. L- 9).   
 
 
Fig. L- 6: Impact of High Case Capillary Pressure of Pressure and Rate  
 
Fig. L- 7: Impact of High Case Capillary on Log-Log Plot for first buildup  
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Fig. L- 8: Impact of High Case Capillary on Log-Log Plot for falloff  
 
Fig. L- 9: Impact of High Case Capillary on Log-Log Plot for second buildup  
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Appendix M: Endpoint Saturation Sensitivity 
 
Overview:  This section considers the impact of endpoint water saturations through looking at the pressure transient (log-log 
plots).   
 
Two-Zone Model: 
 
Assuming a two zone model of oil and water, without a transition zone, the volume of water injected is given by  
 w±7  r²1 : * :     ...................................................................................................................................... (M- 1)  
 
Noting that area can be expressed as 
 r  i*! : i!   .............................................................................................................................................................. (M- 2)  
 
Gives: 
 w±7   i*! : i!²1 : * :     ...................................................................................................................... (M- 3)  
 
Where: 
 
WI = Water Injected (m
3
/day) 
Bw  =  Water Formation Volume Factor  
h  =  height (m) 100m = 328ft 
Swi =  Irreducible Water Saturation 
Sor  = Residual Oil Saturation 
rw  = Well Radius (m)  
ri  =  Injected Volume Radius (m)  
φ  = Porosity 
A  = Cross sectional Area (m
2
) 
Rearranging gives: 
  i*   a n³´$N%µ  i!   ............................................................................................................................................ (M- 4)  
 
Given sufficient water injection, ri >>rw, therefore rw can be assumed to be negligible.  Therefore: 
 i* ¶  √r   .......................................................................................................................................................................... (M- 5)  
 i* ¶  √±7   ....................................................................................................................................................................... (M- 6)  
 
This leads to: 
 i* ¶  ¸1 : *  ¹?L   ............................................................................................................................................... (M- 7)  
 *   ¶  1 : L   ..................................................................................................................................................... (M- 8)  
 
It is not possible to distinguish the impact of Swi and Sor on ri.  As such, it is more intuitive to think of this in terms of mobile 
water saturation range, Sw
m
.  This is defined as: 
 )   1 :  * :     ..................................................................................................................................................... (M- 9)  
 
Combining Eq. M- 8 & M- 9 gives: 
 i*! ¶  0   ........................................................................................................................................................................ (M- 10)  
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Now defining dimensionless injected volume radius: 
 i*º  an³´$N%µ  i*   ........................................................................................................................................................... (M- 11)  
 
Combining Eq. M- 4 M- 8 & M- 11M- 10 gives: 
 i*º!   0   ....................................................................................................................................................................... (M- 12)  
 
The relationship between dimensionless radius and saturation range is illustrated in Fig. M- 1 . 
 
 
Fig. M- 1:  Mobile Saturation Range vs. Dimensionless Radius  
Assuming that for a mobile saturation range ), injection water penetrates to a radius i*, and for a second mobile 
saturation range )! water injection penetrates to an injection radius i*!, then Eq. M- 11 & M- 12 gives: 
 
 L?   a0?0L    .............................................................................................................................................................. (M- 13)  
 
Buckley-Leverett Model 
 
Radial Buckley-Leverett equation is given by: 
 -L-   "MN% -O-   ........................................................................................................................................................... (M- 14)  
 
The Buckley-Leverett model is consistent with the two zone model in that it concurs with Eq. M- 5.   
 
In changing either Sor or Swi, the fractional flow curve is translated and stretched linearly, with no change in curvature.  This 
can be demonstrated algebraically.  Assuming water fractional flow curves (1) and (2), characterised only by differences in 
Swi, Sor, or Swi+Sor, ceteris paribus.  
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Fig. M- 2: Comparison of water fractional flow curves for different residual oil saturations 
 
Assumptions:  
• Curve 1: Swi = (Swi)1, and Sor = (Sor)1; 
• Curve 2, Swi = (Swi)2, and Sor = (Sor)2 
 
Then translation from curve 1 to curve 2 can be viewed as: 
• Translation of (Swi)1 onto the origin  (subtract (Swi)1 from (Sw)1) 
• Stretching by  (Swi)2/(Swi)2 
• Translation to (Swi)2 (add (Sw)2) 
Algebraically, mapping from  to !: 
 !  ¸ : *¹. 0?0L  *!   ................................................................................................................. (M- 15)  
 
Rearranging gives: 
 !  . 0?0L  *! :  * 0?0L   ........................................................................................................... (M- 16)  
    
(Note that this is defined for Swi<Sw<Sor) 
 
Noting that  and ! are the only variables, it can be shown that: 
 -O-L   0?0L  .  -O-?   ................................................................................................................................................. (M- 17)  
    
The Buckley-Leverett relationship (Eq. M- 14) for curve 2 can be written as : 
 -XLL-   "MN%  -O-L   ......................................................................................................................................................... (M- 18)  
 
Rearranging gives:  
 -XLL-   "MN%  0?0L  .  -O-?   ............................................................................................................................................. (M- 19)  
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This has a solution: 
 -XLL-    0?0L  .  -XLL-    ....................................................................................................................................................... (M- 20)  
 
This leads to a result consistent with the two zone model (Eq. M- 13).   
 L?   a0?0L    .............................................................................................................................................................. (M- 21)  
 
This holds for any allowable water saturation and the corresponding radius at which it occurs. 
 
Example: 
 
Consider base assumption case assumption of Swi = 0.25 and Sor = 0.25 (Table 1).  The impact on the radius of injected volume 
of a change in Sor to an extreme of the uncertainty range is considered.  Assume that: 
• (Sor)1 = 0.25  
• (Sor)2  = 0.4 
Assuming Buckley-Leverett, then Eq. M- 21 is applied as follows. 
 i*!i*   »
))!  »1 : 0.25 : 0.251 : 0.25 : 0.4   1.2  
 
Thus for a change in Sor assumption from (Sor)1 = 0.25 to (Sor)2 = 0.40 will result in the radius of any given saturation , and its 
corresponding mobility, to be translated by a factor of 1.2.  This is shown in Fig. M- 3.  The fitted model is a three layer radial 
composite model in an infinite acting reservoir.  Zone 1 corresponds to single phase water, zone 2 corresponds to a transition 
zone of average saturation, and zone 3 corresponds to single phase oil.  The simulation grid was designed to be sufficiently 
large such that boundary effects do not impact analysis.    
 
 
 
Fig. M- 3: Log-log plot of fall-off derived from different residual oil saturations (0.25 and 0.4) 
Fig. M- 3 shows that sensitivity shown in the pressure transient analysis to residual oil saturation (or irreducible water 
saturation) is small, so a reduction in uncertainty is unlikely using this method. 
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Two-Phase Flow-back sensitivities: 
 
Sensitivity of endpoint water saturations in the flow-back period was considered.  The watercut in the flow-back period was 
shown to be insensitive to endpoint water saturation (Fig. M- 4 & Fig. M- 5).  An injection period of twelve hors was assumed 
for this analysis. 
 
 
Fig. M- 4: Sensitivity of two-phase flow-back to residual oil saturation 
 
Fig. M- 5: Sensitivity of two-phase flow-back to irreducible water saturation 
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Appendix N: Value of Information Simulation Model 
 
Objective: This section illustrates the simulation grid and well placement for the Value of Information study. 
 
 
Fig. N- 1: Simulation grid and well placement for Value of Information Study 
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